NMCI users can publish from SpecsIntact 4.5.0 or later to Word 2007. To do this, when prompted by Microsoft Office, NMCI users must choose to 'Enable Macros' for each SpecsIntact section published to Word format. The SpecsIntact Explorer and other open applications might accidentally hide these Microsoft Office Word Security Notices, however, so it is important to take steps to avoid this BEFORE Publishing to Word.

With SpecsIntact running, open Microsoft Word, and resize and position both Word and SpecsIntact so that neither application window overlaps with the other. That is, you must be able to see both applications fully at the same time. After you have done this, CLOSE Microsoft Word. Close or minimize any applications other than SpecsIntact. This will ensure that Microsoft Office Word Security Notices are not inadvertently hidden behind SpecsIntact or any other open applications.

**IMPORTANT**: You must take these steps BEFORE Publishing to Word. You will not be able to move or resize the SpecsIntact window after you have started to publish SpecsIntact files to Word format. The Microsoft Office Word Security Notices* appear centered in the last screen location of Microsoft Word, so it is important to ensure that no other applications are in this same location before publishing to Word.

* Below is an example of the ‘Microsoft Office Word Security Notice,’ which appears for each SpecsIntact Section published to Word format.

In addition, all SpecsIntact users need to select ‘OK’ when prompted with the ‘Security Warning’ dialog box show below. This dialog box will not reappear after checking the option “Don’t show this box again.”